
WILDERNESS UNDER THREAT: A CASE STUDY

Tasmania’s South Coast Track traverses the fringes of some of the 
remotest country in Australia, & is hut-free except at its western 
end. There is currently a proposal to build six huts or lodges along 
the track for the exclusive use of commercial walking parties. 
Figure 2 shows the current distribution of wild character (WC) 
across the region. Figure 3 shows the likely loss of wild character 
(& hence wilderness) that would occur if the huts were built.
 The huts would substantially degrade the wildness of the 
South Coast & its hinterland, & diminish the recreational challenge 
of one of Australia’s wildest & best-loved walks.

Wilderness is more than just land in natural condition. 
Wilderness is a place where a visitor can have a profound 
sense of being immersed in nature, largely unaware of 
modern technological society. It is a place where natural 
systems thrive across entire landscapes. 

For this to be possible, wilderness must be:
> in a largely natural condition;
> physically remote from infrastructure such as dams 
 & buildings;
> remote in travel-time from access points such as roads 
 & airstrips; and
> primitive – largely free of the sights & sounds of modern 

society (such as low flying aircraft).

In short: Wilderness is land that is natural, remote 
& primitive.* 

WILD

KEEPING 
TASMANIA'S 
WILDERNESS 

TAKE ACTION

1.  Read Refining the definition of wilderness: Safeguarding the 
experiential & ecological values of remote natural land.  

 This report, available from leading bookshops & from the Bob 
Brown Foundation, will be of interest to anyone concerned 
about the protection & management of wilderness. A pdf of 
this report is available at bit.ly/refiningwilderness.

2.  Make a donation to the Bob Brown Foundation 
 (www.bobbrown.org.au) or the Tasmanian National Parks 

Association (www.tnpa.org.au). Or both! These & other 
organisations are fighting to keep Tasmania’s wilderness wild.

3.  Visit your local Tasmanian member of Parliament. Urge them 
to ensure that Tasmania’s wilderness areas are protected from 
inappropriate tourism & other damaging developments.

4.  Write to federal politicians & urge them to do the same.

FIGURE 2: Current distribution of wild character (WC) in the vicinity of Tasmania’s South 
Coast. Red, magenta and blue lines indicate roads, vehicle tracks and walking tracks 
respectively.  FIGURE 3: Projected distribution of wild character following construction of 
six walkers’ huts (indicated by red squares)
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WHAT 

IS 
WILDERNESS ? 

Wilderness is more than just land in natural condition. Wilderness is a 

place where a visitor can have a profound sense of being immersed 

 in nature, largely unaware of modern technological society. It is a 

place where natural systems thrive across entire landscapes. 

For this to be possible, wilderness must be:

> in a largely natural condition;

> physically remote from infrastructure such as dams and buildings;

> remote in travel-time from access points such as roads and airstrips; and

> primitive – largely free of the sights and sounds of modern society 

(such as low flying aircraft).

In short: Wilderness is land that is natural, remote and primitive. 

OFFERING A SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVE ON THE DEFINITION OF 

WILDERNESS, THIS STUDY APPRAISES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 

EXISTING DEFINITIONS AND RECOMMENDS A DEFINITION THAT 

FOCUSES ON EXPERIENTIAL AS WELL AS ECOLOGICAL VALUES.

By some estimates, 10% of the planet’s wilderness – an area twice the size of Alaska 

– has been lost in the past 20 years alone. Wilderness in temperate climates, such as 

Tasmania’s, is especially rare.



THE VALUES OF WILDERNESS

Wilderness inspires millions of people. It offers outstanding 
opportunities for challenging, self-reliant recreation, & can be the 
setting for profound & life-changing experiences. Many people find 
solace just from knowing wilderness exists. Wilderness also plays 
an important role in sustaining the ecological systems on which all 
life on Earth depends. 

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Much of the planet's remaining wilderness is under threat as 
logging, mining & similar developments encroach upon the Earth’s 
last wild places. By some estimates, ten per cent of the planet’s 
wilderness – an area twice the size of Alaska – has been lost in 
the past 20 years alone. Wilderness in temperate climates, such as 
Tasmania’s, is especially rare.

DEFINING WILDERNESS

There is currently no consensus on how wilderness should be 
defined. The definition has real-world implications for how we 
identify & manage it. Some international definitions downplay the 
recreational & aesthetic values of wilderness & make no mention 
of remoteness. The Bob Brown Foundation has published a 
detailed report (see ‘Take action’) that analyses existing definitions 
& presents a detailed case for defining wilderness in terms of 
naturalness, remoteness & primitiveness. The report recommends 
that for an area to be considered wilderness it should be a 
minimum of:
> 5 km remote from infrastructure such as power lines & buildings 
> 1/2 a day remote in non-mechanised travel-time from access points.

KEEPING WILDERNESS WILD

For an area to be wilderness it must be remote, which means it 
must be surrounded by an area of land or sea that makes it remote 
(see Figure 1). Like wilderness itself, this surrounding area must 
be kept in a largely natural condition, free of mechanised access, 
& free of major structures & landscape disturbances. To protect 
its primitiveness, wilderness must also be kept largely free of the 
evidence of modern society, such as low-flying aircraft.

WILD CHARACTER

The wild character of an area is a quantity based on an area’s 
naturalness, remoteness & primitiveness. Mapping wild character 
is a way of assessing the distribution of ‘wildness’ across a given 
region, including in areas that are not wild enough to qualify as 
wilderness but nevertheless deserve protection. It also provides a 
way of assessing the impact on ‘wildness’ of developments such as 
the construction of roads & walkers’ huts (See ‘Wilderness under 
threat: a case study’). 

WILDERNESS IN TASMANIA

Tasmania has some of the last extensive areas of temperate-climate 
wilderness on the planet. These areas contain natural & scenic 
features of outstanding international significance, as well as 
examples of cultural heritage that reflect more than 40,000 years 
of occupation by Tasmanian Aboriginal people. Although most 
of Tasmania’s wilderness lies within the Tasmanian Wilderness 
World Heritage Area, many places within it are at risk from 
inappropriate tourism developments. Outside the World Heritage 
Area, particularly in the Tarkine, substantial areas of wilderness 

have low protection status & remain at risk from developments 
such as logging, mining & off-road vehicle impacts.

LEGAL PROTECTION FOR WILDERNESS IN TASMANIA

Tasmania’s national parks legislation includes the management 
objective ‘to preserve the natural, primitive and remote character 
of wilderness areas’. Such objectives are generally implemented 
through statutory management plans. The 2016 Tasmanian 
Wilderness World Heritage Area Management Plan defines a 
wilderness area as ‘an area that is of sufficient size, remoteness 
and naturalness to enable the long-term integrity of its natural 
systems, diversity and processes, the maintenance of cultural 
landscapes and the provision of a wilderness recreational 
experience’. But the Management Plan fails to specify the 
protection of wilderness as a management objective, & its 
‘Wilderness Zone’ is inadequate for protecting wilderness 
because it excludes many areas that by its own assessment 
have high wilderness value (wild character) or contribute 
to keeping wilderness remote.

FIGURE 1. Simplified diagram of a wilderness area (green) and the area that makes it 
remote (yellow). Red lines indicate roads.

WILDERNESS

*  Wilderness can include areas that are or have been inhabited or influenced by 
Indigenous people following predominantly hunter-gatherer ways of life.

The area that makes it remote


